
Slut Life 

"SFW" text-only edition, v.1.8.1 

 
Congratulations! You are now a contestant on the popular television game show "Slut Life." For the next year, 
you will be living in an apartment provided by us together with the other contestants. All your actions will be 
monitored and broadcasted constantly to a universal audience. As a reward, you will be paid $1,000,000 (or 
your local equivalent) at the end of the year. As part of the show, you will be transported to another planet for 
the duration of your stay. Instead of the normal 24 hour days you're used to, each day on this planet lasts for 30 
hours. While this may seem tiring at first, your body will adjust rather quickly. After you're done, you can either 
stay here or go back to Earth. 
To begin, choose a difficulty from the table below. If you wish, you can use https://www.random.org to roll for 
the easy/medium/hard difficulties (minimum 1, maximum <60/45/30>). Additionally, certain options reward 
you with more credits to use (denoted with a '+' character). Sub-options (indented/different bullet) require their 
parent option (costs/bonuses are additive). You can purchase multiple sub-options on the same level unless 
otherwise stated. Options denoted with a superscript dagger ('†') can be taken multiple times. Make sure to pay 
attention to any text in italics, as it's either a requirement, restriction, or recommendation. 
 

Easy Medium Hard Nightmare Slave to the Show 

60 credits 45 credits 30 credits 0 credits -150 credits 

 

Housing 

Pick one: 

• Dungeon (0 credits) - A cold, dirty dungeon. Completely empty save for a small hole in the ground for doing 
your business and a tiny window to provide light. 

• Prison cell (-10 credits) - A small prison cell-type room. Comes with a small bed, a toilet/shower, and a desk. 
o Solitary confinement (+5 credits) - A comfy, padded, windowless room. You may experience mental side 

effects for being in here for too long, though. 

• Apartment (-15 credits) - A small apartment with a bedroom and bathroom. 
You may purchase the following rooms to upgrade your apartment: 

o Deluxe bedroom (-1 credit) - Your bedroom will be upgraded to include a king size bed, a closet, and a full 
dresser with a mirror. 
 Walk-in closet (-1 credit) - A large walk-in closet for all your clothes. 

o Deluxe bathroom (-1 credit) - An upgraded bathroom with more space to store your hygiene products. Your 
toilet will also be upgraded to include a built-in bidet. No more wiping! 
 Walk-in shower (-1 credit) - Your bathroom will be upgraded to include a walk-in shower with full-body 
spray, in addition to your bathtub. 
 Luxury bathtub (-1 credit) - Your bathtub will receive a jacuzzi upgrade. 

o Kitchen (-1 credit) - A standard kitchen with plenty of storage and counter space. Comes with a fridge, 
stove, and microwave. You must purchase food/additional appliances. 

o Living room (-1 credit) - A separate room to spend your time in. Comes with sectional sofa, a table, a wall-
mounted television, and a nice view. 

o Empty room† (-1 credit) - An empty room. Useful if you need somewhere to store something bulky. 
o Girly apartment (-2 credits) - Your apartment will receive a complete makeover with a red and pink color 

scheme. 
o Latex lounge (-3 credits) - Everything that can be made out of latex is made out of latex. 

 

Shared Amenities 

Access to all of the following amenities can be purchased for -10 credits. They are shared with the other 
contestants. Can only be taken with Apartment. Does not require additional permission to access (e.g. Outside). 
 



Gym Library Communal bath house Recreational room Tavern 

Outdoor garden Movie theatre Arcade Ball pit Mess hall 

Brothel Convenience store Indoor pool Recording studio Night club 

 

Food 

Pick one: 

• Bread and water (0 credits) - Self explanatory. 

• Baby food (+2 credits) - Your diet will consist of mush food from a jar. If you wish, someone will feed you. 

• Nutrient pill (-3 credits) - A nutrient pill that will supply everything you need to live. Will be inserted anally, 
and you'll probably miss being able to eat food after a while. 

• Soylent (-5 credits) - A nutritional drink designed to provide everything you need, similar to the Nutrient pill. 
It may be hard to drink at first, but you'll get used to it. Also, we promise, it's not people. 

• Fast food (-10 credits) - Whatever food you want from any fast food restaurant. 

• Fresh food (-15 credits) - You will be allowed to go to a grocery store once a week, with a limited budget of 
$50. Whatever you get will probably be useless unless you have a kitchen to prepare your food. 
o Larger budget (-5 credits) - You will have a budget of $120 instead. 

• Personal chef (-25 credits) - A personal chef will cook whatever meals you want. 
Pick as many as you wish, in addition to one of the above: 

• Semen (+5 credits) - All of your meals come with a fresh glass of semen that you must drink. 

• Dessert (-5 credits) - All the desserts you could ever want. 

• Drink bar (-5 credits) - You will have access to an unlimited supply of whatever (non-alcoholic) drinks you 
want. 

 

Health and Hygiene 

Pick as many as you wish: 

• Hygiene essentials (-5 credits) - A basic selection of body care products and make-up. Nothing fancy. 
o Body care kit (-5 credits) - An upgraded selection of body care products. 
o Make-up kit (-5 credits) - An upgraded selection of make-up. 

• Advanced health care (-10 credits) - All contestants receive basic health care, however you can purchase an 
upgraded health care package. You will receive the best health care money can buy. 

• Massage (-15 credits) - Someone will give you a massage once a week. 
o Happy ending (-10 credits) - Every massage will have a "happy ending." 

• Maid (-25 credits) - A personal maid that will clean up after you. Touching is off-limits. 
o Naughty maid (-10 credits) - The "no touching" rule will be lifted. 

 

Clothing 

Pick one: 

• Nude (0 credits) - You will be forbidden from wearing anything during your stay (does not apply to anything 
you are forced to wear). You may not purchase any of the below clothing options. 

• Clothing allowed (0 credits) - You will be allowed to wear clothing during your stay. 
Pick as many as you wish, in addition to one of the above: 

• Accessories (-1 credit) - Bracelets, necklaces, ear rings, etc. 

• Hats (-1 credit) - Just like Team Fortress 2, but in real life! Hats do not come with magic particle effects, and 
you cannot trade them for money or credits. 

• Lingerie (-2 credits) - All the lingerie you could ever want. Very sexy. 

• Footwear (-2 credits) - A wide variety of shoes, boots, slippers, etc. 

• Swimsuits (-3 credits) - A decent selection of swimsuits. You'll probably want this if you plan on going to a 
public pool. 

• Sleepwear (-3 credits) - A wide selection cute and sexy sleepwear. 

• Cosplay (-5 credits) - Full outfits for you to dress up in to pretend you're a fictional character. 



• Viewer's choice (-5 credits) - You will have access to a small selection of viewer chosen outfits. 

• Fetish wear (-5 credits) - A decent selection of fetish wear, from latex/leather clothes to bondage equipment 
like handcuffs and ball gags. 

• Old clothes (-5 credits) - You can keep the clothes you had before becoming a contestant. 

• Girly closet (-5 credits) - A large selection of girly outfits to keep yourself looking pretty. 

• Plain closet (-5 credits) - A decent selection of plain, no frills outfits. 

• Unrestricted shopping (-10 credits) - You will be allowed to purchase other clothing (assuming you have a 
way to do so). 

• Personal stylist (-15 credits) - Someone to help you choose your outfit and make you look your best. 
 

Entertainment 

Pick as many as you wish: 

• Roommate† (0 credits) - You will share a room with another contestant. You may either choose what they look 
like for no additional cost, or you may select a "random" roommate. Most entertainment will be shared, or you 
can choose separate ones for them for no additional cost. Limit three roommates. More than one roommate 
requires Apartment. 

• Cell phone (-5 credits) - A standard modular smartphone. Additional modules are fairly cheap. You may keep 
it after the year is up. Comes with headphones and unlimited internet access. 

• MP3 player (-5 credits) - A standard music player filled with music. If you purchase the Computer, you can 
add or remove songs (has a 64GB capacity). You may keep it after the year is up. Comes with headphones. 

• Porn stash (-5 credits) - A decent selection of porn magazines. If you have the Entertainment System or 
Computer, this will include DVDs (though that's pretty pointless with the Computer). 

• Education† (-5 credits) - During your stay, you can choose any one subject to learn about. Each subject takes 
1/3 of a year to learn, and there is a limit of three subjects a year. 

• Toy chest (-10 credits) - A medium-sized chest filled with plenty of sex toys. 
o Machines (-5 credits) - Fucking machines and such. Be your own Engineer dominatrix! 

• Experimental aphrodisiac (-10 credits) - You will be given access to a powerful aphrodisiac. Keep in mind that 
this is an experimental drug, and that side effects may occur. 

• Drugs (-10 credits) - Unlimited amounts of all kinds of drugs. 

• Alcohol (-10 credits) - Unlimited amounts of all kinds of liquor. 
o Bar (-10 credits) - Your living space will be upgraded to include a fully functional bar. You will receive 

special instantaneous training on how to make mixed drinks. Can only be taken with Apartment or higher. 

• Pet (-10 credits) - A pet dog or cat you will be allowed to look after during your stay. All of its food will be 
provided for you, and you can choose to take it home after. 

• Tabletop games (-10 credits) - All kinds of tabletop games to play with others. Useful if you have a roommate! 

• Creative kit (-15 credits) - Plenty of materials to express your creativity, be it drawing, painting, sewing, or 
something completely different. Will be replenished as needed. 

• Personal library (-15 credits) - A small selection of books. 

• Entertainment system (-10 credits) - Upgrade your television to a larger size with a surround sound speaker 
setup. Includes access to Netflix and one gaming system and 10 games of your choice. Requires Apartment 
with Living room. 
o Vidya (-5 credits) - Now you can play any game you want on any gaming system ever made (excluding PC). 

• Personal AI (-10 credits) - A personal artificial intelligence program. Its personality can be modified at any 
time. It is also capable of "hopping" between devices that you own. Must purchase at least one of the 
following: Computer, Cell phone, Tablet. 

• Tablet (-15 credits) - A standard tablet. A cheaper, lower end alternative to the Computer. Comes with 
unlimited internet access. 

• Computer (-20 credits) - A mid-end computer with fast, unlimited internet access. You can still get in trouble 
if you do anything illegal, though people probably won't care if you torrent software or Chinese cartoons. 
o Webcam (+5 credits) - A webcam for you to use to provide "private" shows for your fans. 

You may choose one of the following options as an upgrade to the Computer: 
o Laptop (0 credits) - In case you wanted a laptop instead of a desktop for some reason. 



o Workstation (-10 credits) - Upgrade your computer to a high-end rig perfect for gaming! 
 Virtual Reality headset (-15 credits) - A prototype full-immersion VR headset. Includes access to the most 
popular VRMMO (you must purchase any other VR games you want to play). 

• Outside (-20 credits) - You will be allowed to go outside by yourself for up to 16 hours per week, divided up 
however you wish. 
o More time (-10 credits) - Your time allowance is increased to 30 hours per week. 
o Nudist (-5 credits) - You will receive special permission to go outside while naked without being 

reprimanded. This option is not required for any punishments or owners that involve "outside activities." 
o Hoverboard (-10 credits) - A standard hoverboard, useful for getting around outside quickly. You may keep 

it after the year is up. 

• Personal sex slave† (-25 credits) - Your own personal sex slave to have fun with. You can choose a separate 
set of punishments for each one. Additionally, you can choose to keep them afterwards. Limit three sex slaves. 
More than one sex slave requires Apartment. 
o Custom sex slave (-5 credits) - You can choose what they look like (see the Body Modification category). 

• Isolation tank (-30 credits) - A light and soundproof tank filled with salt water that you float in for relaxation. 
For safety reasons, you can only use it for one hour a day. Can only be taken with Apartment. 

• Massage chair (-30 credits) - A nice reclining chair with a massage mode. Can only be taken with Apartment.. 

• Waifu/Husbando (-50 credits) - Thanks to advances in genetic engineering, your waifu/husbando will live 
with you while you're here!  
o Equal opportunity (0 credits) - You can choose whether or not punishments/owners/etc. apply to them (or 

you can select a completely different set for them). Cannot be taken with the Waifu/Husbando owner. If 
choosing new set, you do not gain/use any credits as you normally would. 

o Laifu (-25 credits) - Your waifu/husbando will live with you even after the year is up. 
o Timeless (-20 credits) - Your waifu/husbando will no longer age. 

 

Owners† 

You must choose at least one owner, for a maximum of 7 owners. Each owner gets to do whatever they want 
with you for 8 hours a day, once a week. Better rewards implies stricter owners. 
You can purchase owners multiple times to see them multiple times each week. Each time you purchase an 
owner, the amount of credits you get is halved, rounded down (for example, Everyone gives 50/25/12/6 etc.). 

• Nobody (-45 credits) - The easy way out, so to speak. You don't have to have an owner, however you must 
pay for the privilege. You cannot take any other owners with this option. This option can only be taken once. 
Does not count as an owner for other purposes. 

• Gentleman (0 credits) - A rich member of a powerful family. He will treat you well and will typically take you 
out on dates. Doesn't believe in sex before marriage, and will attempt to make you his "wife." 

• Another contestant (+5 credits) - A random contestant. You may get lucky and get someone that will do what 
you want sometimes. 

• Girly trainer (+5 credits) - Will train you to be more feminine, force you to wear girly clothes, etc. She is fairly 
strict, and will punish you if you don't do what she tells you to. Once she's done, however, you will act just 
like a proper lady. 

• Married couple (+5 credits) - This couple as always wanted a daughter, so they decided to make you their 
perfect little girl. 

• Waifu/Husbando (+10 credits) - Want to be dominated by your waifu or husbando? If so, this is the owner for 
you! Cannot be taken with Equal opportunity. This option is not required to fuck your waifu. 

• Yandere (+10 credits) - Loves you. A lot. Generally very nice toward you, but she might get angry if you have 
any other owners. 

• Pet owner (+10 credits) - Loves pets and wants to make you part of her collection. She will train you to do all 
kinds of neat tricks, and will take you out for walks in the park. 

• Horny old man (+15 credits) - A smelly, dirty old man. Will fuck your brains out for hours on end. 

• Slime girl (+15 credits) - A friendly, gel-like girl that likes to "play" with others. Please note that her definition 
of "play" involves invading all of your holes with her body. 

• Empress (+15 credits) - The former queen of a now defunct empire. She demands constant service from you. 
Expect her to use you as a footstool. 



• Tentacle monster (+20 credits) - A large plant-like creature. Get used to your holes being filled and your sticks 
being vacuumed. 

• Engineer dominatrix (+20 credits) - Her specialty is machinery. She will test out all kinds of devices on you, 
forcing you to cum hundreds of times without rest.  

• Lolita dominatrix (+20 credits) - Don't be fooled by her cute exterior. This girl has been known to reduce 
people to mere husks of their former selves. She loves to keep her slaves on edge for hours until she lets them 
cum at the end. 

• Futanari dominatrix (+20 credits) - Loves BDSM. Expect to chained up for hours on end, forced to suck her 
cock or the cocks of her friends that she brings to play with her toy. 

• Sadist dominatrix (+25 credits) - Gets horny just by thinking of torturing you for hours. Her favorite toy is her 
whip, which she will often use to ruin your orgasms after she brings you close to climaxing. 

• Amazon (+25 credits) - A female warrior from the jungle that has nothing to do with the website. Is all about 
physical domination, and will wrestle you into submission. Expect forced orgasms to be quite common. 

• Tyrone (+25 credits) - Ever wanted to know what it would be like to be a prison bitch? Now's your chance! 

• Insect queen (+25 credits) - An insect queen and her drones. Most sessions will probably involve her injecting 
you with a drug to paralyze you and her drones gangbanging you. 
o Ovipositor (+5 credits) - Said sessions will now include her using an ovipositor to make you an "incubator" 

(which lasts around three days). 

• Succubus/Incubus (+30 credits) - A literal sex demon. They are well versed in making people cum, and will 
have you begging for more when they're done for more. Will compete with Angel owners. 

• Angel (+30 credits) - Take the worst parts of the Sissy trainer and the Empress. Turn them up to 11 and you 
get the Angel. Will compete with other Succubi/Incubi owners. 

• Shapeshifter (+30 credits) - A horny wizard that is able to shapeshift into any form he chooses. One week you 
may be getting fucked by a horse while the next it'll be an orc. 

• Dragon (+35 credits) - A large (in more ways than one) male dragon. It'll hurt at first, but you'll get used to it. 

• Public Casting Call (+40 credits) - Four lucky viewers will be chosen at random each week. They will not be 
allowed to seriously harm you, and will be tested for any STIs. 

• Everybody (+50 credits) - You will be stripped naked and placed in a stockade in the middle of a public place 
where anybody will be allowed to use you. Condoms are prohibited, and people will be allowed to cum inside 
you. Additionally, people will be allowed to do just about anything short of physically harming you. If you 
happen to receive any STIs, you will receive immediate treatment before they can do any damage. 

 

Punishments 

Pick as many as you wish: 

• Meet n' Greet (0 credits) - Once a year, you will be required to go on a week long tour to have a meet and 
greet with your fans. 
o Raffle (+5 credits) - You will be required to service a lucky fan that won a raffle. 

• Daily enema (+1 credit) - You will be given an enema every day when you wake up. 
o Semen enema (+1 credit) - Fresh semen will be used instead. 

• Glory hole (+2 credits) - A glory hole will be put in your room. Every day, a cock will appear that you must 
service. 
o Thirsty (+1 credit) - You must drink every drop that comes out. 

• Body writing (+2 credits) - Anyone that uses you will be allowed to write on your body with a permanent 
marker. 

• Spanking (+2 credits) - If the weekly rating drops below a certain point, you will be spanked. 
o Daily spanking (+1 credit) - You will be spanked for ten minutes every day, regardless of rating. 

 Extended spanking (+1 credit) - You will be spanked for one hour every day. 

• Milking (+3 credits) - You will be milked every morning, and must drink everything that comes out. If you 
don't have a penis, you will have to drink a glass of semen instead.  

• Cumbath (+3 credits) - Once a week when you wake up, you must bathe in a bathtub full of semen that has 
been collected from the previous week. You may choose what day you bathe on, and you will not be allowed 
to wash yourself for the remainder of the day. 



• Diapers (+3 credits) - You will no longer need to use the toilet, as you may go whenever you please. They will 
be changed as needed. 

• Ball gag (+3 credits) - You will be gagged at all times, except when you need to eat or someone wants to use 
your mouth. 
o Pacifier (+2 credits) - A pacifier will be used instead. 

• Exposed† (+3 credits) - Any clothes you wear cannot cover up your crotch or your nipples. This option can be 
taken an additional time to expose both. 

• Corset (+3 credits) - You will be required to wear a corset at all times. 

• Buttplug (+5 credits) - You must wear a butt plug at all times. It will only be removed if you need to use the 
bathroom. Cannot be taken with Double dildo underwear. 

• Vibrator (+5 credits) - You will be required to wear a vibrator at all times. Can only be taken if you have a 
vagina. 

• Urethral play (+5 credits) - Like the buttplug, your urethra will be plugged at all times. It will only be removed 
if you need to use the bathroom. 

• Arm binder (+5 credits) - You will be required to wear an arm binder at all times. 

• Public humiliation (+5 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and placed on display for four 
hours. 

• Water chamber (+5 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and put into a sealed tank filled with 
water for four hours. Don't worry, we'll give you a breathing tube. 

• Pet play (+5 credits) - To get around your apartment, you must crawl on all fours. All meals will be provided 
to you in a dog bowl. Includes a set of fake animal ears and a tail if you don't already have them. 
o Bitch suit (+10 credits) - You will be put in a bitch suit to make sure you stay on all fours. Cannot be taken 

with Sleep in bondage. 

• Mind alteration (+5 credits) - You will undergo a process to cause you to unconsciously act more feminine. 
You may notice what is happening, but you will be unable to control it. 
o Advanced mind control (+5 credits) - A more thorough process which will cause you to be unable to resist 

certain orders. 
 Complete mind control (+10 credits) - A total mind control process which will cause you to be unable to 
think about nothing but sex. Because of the nature of this process, most of your "entertainment" will be 
useless. At the end of the year, the process will be reversed to the previous level. 

• Locked in heels (+5 credits) - You will be forced to wear high heels at all times. 

• Fresh cherry (+10 credits) - You will be injected with nanobots. Every night while you are asleep, they will 
repair your hymen. Can only be taken if you have a vagina.  

• Curse (+10 credits) - When you sleep, you may occasionally experience warped sexual nightmares. Don't be 
surprised if you wake up with dirty clothes. 

• Chastity (+10 credits) - You will be forced to wear a chastity belt whenever you are not with one of your 
owners. There is a hole in it for you to do your business. Cannot be taken with Double dildo underwear. 

• Double dildo underwear (+10 credits) - You will be forced to wear latex underwear with two inflatable dildos 
attached to it, one for each hole (if you only have one hole, there will be only one dildo). It will be taken off if 
you need to do your business. Cannot be taken with Chastity or Buttplug. 

• Lactation (+10 credits) - Drugs will be used to make you produce breast milk. You may become 
uncomfortable if you go too long without lactating. 
o Milking (+5 credits) - You will be milked once a day until no more milk comes out (takes around an hour). 
o High output (+5 credits) - A larger amount of drugs will be used to cause your body to produce more milk 

than it should. 

• Diuretic (+10 credits) - Drugs will be used to make you urinate more often. As a side effect, you may find it 
harder to control when you urinate. 

• Sleep in bondage (+10 credits) - To prevent you from attempting to escape at night, you will be tied up before 
you go to bed, shibari style. 

Choose only one of the following options (optional): 
o Caged (+3 credits) - Your new bed will be a steel cage. You may have to be hogtied to fit. 
o VacBed (+3 credits) - To prevent you from moving at all, you will be put in a VacBed at night. 
o Mummification (+3 credits) - Instead of being tied up, you will be mummified. Very tightly. 
o Straitjacket (+3 credits) - You will be stripped naked and put into a straitjacket. 



• Dominant pet (+10 credits) - You will now be living with a large, horny dog. 

• Parasite suit (+15 credits) - You will be forced to wear an alien suit that will constantly pleasure you. You will 
still be able to wear clothes over it. 

• Tentacles (+20 credits) - A portal will appear in your room to a tentacle pit. You'll probably want to avoid it, 
unless you want to get trapped for several hours (though your owner(s) may not appreciate it). 

• Shock collar (+20 credits) - A permanent collar that will ensure you are always cooperative. All of your 
owners will receive a remote control that they can use to ensure you do what they say. 
o Manual control (-2 credits) - When you are done here, we will give you a remote control for the Shock 

collar. 
 Collar removal (-3 credits) - We will remove the collar instead. 

• Sensory deprivation (+25 credits) - Once a week, you will be stripped naked and put into a small, pitch black 
room for four hours. You will be forced to wear a blindfold, ear plugs, and a ball gag. 
o Constant sensory deprivation (+5 credits) - Instead, you will be required to wear a blindfold and ear plugs at 

all times. They may not be removed for any purpose. 

• Climax control (+30 credits) - A special chip will be implanted into you to prevent you from being able to 
cum. As a side effect, when you do climax, all previous climaxes will come "crashing down" on you at once. 
All of your owners will receive a remote control that they can use to allow you to climax. 
o Manual control (-2 credits) - When you are done here, we will give you a remote control for the Climax 

control chip. 
 Chip removal (-3 credits) - We will remove the chip instead. 

 

Body Modification 

Start with your own physical characteristics. Every line you move up costs 2 credits and every line you move 
down gives 2 credits. Any modifications made are permanent and will persist after the year is up. 
Hyperfertile vaginas have a 100% pregnancy rate, do not respond to chemical contraceptives, and have a 20% 
chance of being impregnated by an otherwise incompatible "father." Each penis has its own set of testicles, 
however they can be removed if you don't want them. "Age" only affects your physical age; you will still be an 
adult mentally. 
Genitals determine sex: male is penis only, female is vagina only, futanari is both vagina and penis. 
 

Age Face Height Chest Ass Genitals Hair length 

< 18 Handsome > 7' Flat Flat > 10" Penis 0" 

18 - 25 Manly 6'6" - 7' A-cup Petite 6" - 10" Penis 1" - 2" 

26 - 30 Boyish 6' - 6'5" B-cup Normal 3" - 6" Penis 2" - 4" 

31 - 35 Androgynous 5'6" - 6' C-cup Apple < 3" Penis 4" - 6" 

36 - 40 Girly 5' - 5'6" D-cup Bubble Sexless 6" - 8" 

41 - 45 Womanly 4'6" - 5' E-cup Badonk Nonfertile vagina 8" - 1' 

46 - 50 Beautiful 4' - 4'6" F-cup Wide Fertile vagina 1' - 2' 

> 50 Bimbo < 4' > F-cup Double wide Hyperfertile vagina > 2' 

 

Body types Hair color Eye color Skin color Voice 

Skinny Black, Brown Black, Brown Pale, White Masculine 

Athletic Redhead, Blonde Blue, Green Olive Feminine 

Average Other natural colors Other natural colors Brown Childish 

Chubby Unnatural colors Unnatural colors Unnatural colors None 

 
Pick as many as you wish: 

• Add penis† (-10 credits) - Extra penises start at 3" - 6", modify credit values respectively. Cannot be bought if 
you are sexless. 

• Add breasts† (+10 credits) - Extra pairs of breasts start at B-cup, modify credit values respectively. 

• Hormones (+2 credits) - You will receive hormone treatment to make your body more feminine physically. 

• Hair removal (+2 credits) - We'll permanently remove any hair on your body that you don't want. 



• Masochist (+3 credits) - You now feel pleasure from pain. 
o Extreme masochist (+2 credits) - You still feel the pain, causing your brain to become "confused." 

• Erogenous body (+10 credits) - Your entire body is now an erogenous zone. 

• Refractory period (-1 credit) - You no longer have to deal with a refractory period. 

• Menstruation control (-1 credit) - You no longer have to deal with menstruation or its effects. 

• Gag reflex (-1 credit) - Your gag reflex is removed. 

• Flexible holes (-1 credit) - Makes all of your holes much more flexible then they would be naturally. Also 
increases natural lubrication. 

• Fuckable nipples (-1 credit) - You can now have nipple sex. 

• Tattoo† (-1 credit) - Add a tattoo anywhere on your body. 

• Piercing† (-1 credit) - Add a piercing anywhere on your body. 

• Symbol-shaped pupils (-1 credit) - Change the shape of your pupils to whatever you want. 
o Indicator (-1 credit) - Your pupils will only change shape when you're horny. 

• Heterochromia (-1 credits) - Select two eye colors (one for each eye) instead of one.  

• Zinc supplements (-3 credits) - Increases semen production. Can only be taken if you have a penis. 

• Easy pregnancy (-5 credits) - Makes your pregnancies much more bearable. Can only be taken if you have a 
fertile vagina. 
o Fast pregnancy (-15 credits) - Increases the speed of natural pregnancies by an average of 80%. 

• Mind wipe (-10 credits) - All of your memories from before you became a contestant will be permanently 
wiped. Note that this only affects your memories; you will retain all of your knowledge of things (e.g. how to 
ride a bike). 

• Race change (-15 credits) - You can choose any race of animal (fictional or non-fictional) to be transformed 
into an anthropomorphized version of. This change only includes any defining physical features (e.g. cat ears 
and a tail for if you're a cat). 
o Complete change (+5 credits) - The transformation includes any defining mental features of that animal (e.g. 

if you're a cat, you will be unable to resist catnip, will unconsciously purr, etc.) 
o Animal penis (-3 credits) - Any penises you have will take the natural shape of the animal you are 

transformed into. Can only be taken if you have a penis. 

• Timeless (-20 credits) - You no longer age. 

• Genetic cleansing (-20 credits) - Your DNA will be "cleaned" to remove any possible genetic imperfections 
(e.g. genetic diseases). 

 

Jobs 

You will be working five days a week for at least 8 hours. The money you receive from your job is treated as a 
normal salary. The amount in the brackets is how much you will make in one year. You may only take one job, 
however you are not required to have a job. Any punishments that would severely interfere with your ability to 
work will be temporarily stopped while you're working. 

• Waitress/Waiter (0 credits) - You will be a waitress/waiter at a local café. The pay is low, and the customers 
typically won't heckle you. [Day, $20,000] 

• Secretary (+5 credits) - A simple job, your work will mainly consist of filing and photocopying. The other 
employees tend to be rather brash, and you'll probably get felt up during the work day. [Day, $35,000] 

• Owner (+5 credits) - You will be the owner for another contestant (excluding your roommate). While you do 
not get paid for this, if you do a good job, you might see yourself employed with a comfy career at the end of 
the year. Cannot be taken with You're Here Forever or Sex slave. [Day/Night, $0 ($300,000 after Slut Life if 
you take New home)] 

• Model (+5 credits) - You will be posing for the camera. [Day, $25,000] 

• Bartender (+5 credits) - You will be a bartender at a popular bar or nightclub. If you don't already know how 
to make drinks, you will receive special instantaneous training on how to make them. [Night, $25,000] 

• Maid/Butler (+10 credits) - You will be the personal maid (or butler) for a rich gentleman. Your duties will 
mainly consist of cleaning his mansion and looking after his pets. He treats his staff well and pays generously 
for their services. [Day, $45,000] 



• Idol (+10 credits) - You get to be a cute idol, just like in your Chinese cartoons! Your age must be between 12 
and 24, inclusive. Your biological sex cannot be male. [Day, $75,000] 

• Stripper (+15 credits) - You will be a performer at a local strip club. Your work is tip based, so make sure to 
put on a good show. [Night, $120,000] 

• Escort (+20 credits) - A website will be made advertising your services. Because you are a contestant on Slut 
Life, expect to receive a large wage. [Night, $200,000] 

• Prostitute (+20 credits) - Similar to Escort, except you will be walking the streets looking for clients. The pay 
is typically very high, and you may earn more depending on how well you do your job. [Night, $230,000] 

• Pornstar (+25 credits) - You will now be a pornstar! The scenes may be fairly tame, but expect to do some 
hardcore stuff as well. Your pay is fairly average, however you will earn royalties, even after the year is over. 
Additionally, you may wish to continue your work if you enjoy it. [Day, $130,000 + $2,000 per year] 

• Public use (+25 credits) - Every day, you will be put somewhere in the city where anyone will be able to use 
you. You will not be paid, however you may receive tips from some people. [Day/Night, $12,000] 

The following options can be purchased in addition to one of the above options: 

• Raise (-5 credits) - Your salary is doubled. 

• Résumé (-5 credits) - You can change your job at any time. This option can only be taken with Long play, 
You're Here Forever, or New home. 

• Donator (+30 credits) - 12% of your salary will be automatically donated to up to three charities of your 
choice, divided evenly. 

 

Time Adjustments 

Pick one (optional): 

• Speedrun (-50 credits) - Your stay is decreased to six months. 

• Long play (+50 credits) - Your stay is extended to five years. 

• You're Here Forever (+130 credits) - You will become a permanent member of Slut Life. Any money you 
would have earned will be revoked. Additionally, you must select at least three owners instead of one. This 
option cannot be taken with Loadsamoney. 
o Allowance (-30 credits) - Instead of revoking your reward completely, we will give you an allowance of 

$250 a week. Don't spend it all in one place! 

• Sex slave (+150 credits) - Your stay is extended to five years. At the end, you will be sold to the highest 
bidder. Any money you would have earned will be revoked. This option cannot be taken with Loadsamoney. 
o U-pick (-50 credits) - Instead of being auctioned off, you may select one of your owners to be your new 

master. 
 

Bonus Money 

Pick as many as you wish: 

• Jackpot† (-30 credits) - Roll 1d100. If you roll doubles (11, 22, 33...), you will receive 80 credits (for a net 
gain of 50 credits). 

• Loadsamoney (-50 credits) - You will receive $10,000,000 at the end of the year instead of $1,000,000. 

• Cash-in (0 credits) - Any credits you have left over can be traded in for $1,000 each to be added to your 
reward. Limited to 100 credits, or $100,000. Can be taken with Allowance to increase allowance by $100 per 
credit (e.g. $10,000 for 100 credits). 

 

Other 

Pick as many as you wish: 

• New identity (-15 credits) - Before you become a contestant, you'll be given a completely new fabricated 
identity. Useful if you plan on changing your physical appearance. 

• Safeword (-20 credits) - You will be allowed to select a safeword. Be careful, if you overuse it you will be 
prohibited from using it. 



• Vacation (-25 credits) - For one week every year, you will be allowed to take a week off from punishments 
and owners to do whatever you wish. Additionally, if you took Outside, you will be allowed to go outside for 
however long you want during this time. Can only be taken with Long play, You're Here Forever, or Sex 
slave. 

• New home (+30 credits) - After you are done with Slut Life, you will be able to keep your apartment and all 
your furnishings. In exchange, your new home will be here. You can choose to continue the 
punishments/owners/jobs if you wish. Can only be taken with Apartment. 

 

Footnotes 

You're done! 

• If you get pregnant, the baby will be put in an orphanage managed by the show's parent company. They'll 
receive a proper education, and if they haven't been adopted when they turn 18, they can leave and will receive 
a small amount of money each week until they find a job/somewhere to live. 

• For technological purposes, the year upon starting is 2060. Earth is still behind, but Kepler-186f (the planet 
you're on) is quite advanced. Amaze your friends by getting the hoverboard and taking it back to Earth with 
you! 

• People can come to Kepler-186f and leave to Earth as they please. It's quite a common place to vacation. 

• Shout out to the awesome anons that made the original Sissy Life CYOAs. They're pretty cool people. 

• The originals can be found at https://archive.loveisover.me/d/thread/5944186/ [NSFW] (among other places). 
 
 
Changelog 
v.1.7.2 -> v.1.8.0 

• Rebranding to Slut Life 

• Added tablet entertainment 

• Added advanced health care option 

• Added bartender job 

• Added recording studio and night club to shared amenities 

• Fucked with housing: apartment is now highest and you can purchase additional rooms/fixtures for a small 
cost 

• Changed television entertainment tree 

• Added new home option 

• Lowered cost of nobody owner 

• Added donator option to jobs 
 
v.1.8.0 -> v.1.8.1 

• Added fresh cherry punishment 


